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主要经文
The Primary Verses

!"#$%& I Corinthians 
4:9-13
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A Trilogy of the Message of Life 

•!"#$%&'()( *+,-.+,+/.+,001
Calling-The reason of our being
•234567895*/,:1

Seize this life and prepare for eternity
•45;<
  This life is a Theater
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This life is a Theater

•$%=>?@ABCDE(<
This theater is filled with plots, in which we are partakers of an 

unfolding drama!

•!"#$!%&'(()*+,-./01234567
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“For, I think, God has exhibited us apostles last of all, as men 
condemned to death; because we have become a spectacle to the 
world, both to angels and to men.T
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The Characteristics of the Drama

•FGHIJKLMNO
The leading actor is absent most of the time.

•PQRSTU.VWXXYZ
The ending is known, yet the script is revealed daily.

•V[\]^_`a
 The plots are for the actors, not the other way around.
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43567
The Characteristics of the Drama

•FGHIJKLMNO
The leading actor is absent most of the time
•bcdbeforeefg$hi
•UVWXYZ[-\]^_>`a>`aTWbcdef3-
gd]h3iWjc-klmnAop-qrdf3s-t
uEFvwIxNMyzN{| }~Q�����S

The leech has two daughters, “Give,” “Give.” There are three 
things that will not be satisfied, four that will not say, “Enough”:
Sheol, and the barren womb, earth that is never satisfied with water,
and fire that never says, “Enough.”
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43567
The Characteristics of the Drama

•FGHIJKLMNO
The leading actor is absent most of the time
•�,K����zN�^�8��
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He who has the bride is the bridegroom; but the friend of the 
bridegroom, who stands and hears him, rejoices greatly because of 
the bridegroom’s voice. So this joy of mine has been made full. He 
must increase, but I must decrease.”
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43567
The Characteristics of the Drama

•PQRSTU.VWXXYZ
The ending is known, yet the script is revealed daily
•bcj(before)：kl
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In the womb he took his brother by the heel, and in his maturity he 
contended with God. Yes, he wrestled with the angel and prevailed;
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The Characteristics of the Drama

•"#$%&'()*++,-
The ending is known, yet the script is revealed daily
•./01234567：89
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Now it came about when Joshua was by Jericho, that he lifted up his eyes and 
looked, and behold, a man was standing opposite him with his sword drawn in his 
hand, and Joshua went to him and said to him, “Are you for us or for our 
adversaries?” He said, “No; rather I indeed come now as captain of the host of the 
LORD.” And Joshua fell on his face to the earth, and bowed down, and said to him, 
“What has my lord to say to his servant?” 9
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The Characteristics of the Drama

•V[\]^_`a
 The plots are for the actors, not the other way around.

¿ÀÁ8ÂÃÄÅÆ8ÂÃÄÇ3-ÈÉÊË3[ÌÍÎÏÐÑ-
&Ò�%3ÓÔ7ÕÖ×¹ØÙÚ-ÇlÛÜ3EFÝÞÀI¾z{O
ªQ�~S

• For it was fitting for Him, for whom are all things, and through 
whom are all things, in bringing many sons to glory, to perfect the 
author of their salvation through sufferings.
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Common Elements of the plot

•mnjdoppqrstruve
•!ÕÖlµ!Wß-8È&!àáâ3ãäEFåæ
Ix|�çè| ��RQé�S

It is good for me that I was afflicted, that I may learn Your 
statutes.

•!êÕÖØëìí:î-ï*ðñòâ3óEFåæ
Ix|�çè| ��RQ�éS

Before I was afflicted I went astray, but now I keep Your word.
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Common Elements of the plot

•wxj(predicament)
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But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, so that the 
surpassing greatness of the power will be of God and not from 
ourselves; we are afflicted in every way, but not crushed; 
perplexed, but not despairing; persecuted, but not forsaken; 
struck down, but not destroyed;
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895:;
Common Elements of the plot

•yzjdt{roqe
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Consider it all joy, my brethren, when you encounter various 
trials, knowing that the testing of your faith produces endurance. 
And let endurance have its perfect result, so that you may be 
perfect and complete, lacking in nothing.
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<=5>
The Heart of the Father

•V[\]^_`a
 The plots are for the actors, not the other way around.
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For those whom He foreknew, He also predestined to become 
conformed to the image of His Son, so that He would be the firstborn 
among many brethren.
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The Heart of the Father

•V[\]^_`a
 The plots are for the actors, not the other way around.
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For I know the plans that I have for you,’ declares the LORD, ‘plans 
for welfare and not for calamity to give you a future and a hope.
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The Heart of the Father

•V[\]^_`a
 The plots are for the actors, not the other way around.
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For momentary, light affliction is producing for us an eternal weight of 
glory far beyond all comparison, while we look not at the things which 
are seen, but at the things which are not seen; for the things which are 
seen are temporal, but the things which are not seen are eternal.
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This life is a Theater

•:;<=>?@;ABCDEFG0HI6J KLMNOP
   Some do not understand their roles
•QRSTUVTWXYZ01[26\0]L^_P
`a265b0cd0eI66f5gh06fij5g02ab0b5gf65g
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0Some endure the momentary light affliction for the eternal glory
��Q�;�(��;� C�� MML^]P

Many are called, few are chosen
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This life is a Theater

•|};~���
How would you act out of this drama?
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